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With the development of modem computer technology and the wide spread of the 
Internet, an ever-increasing amount of information is available on the World Wide 
Web, and an ever-increasing number of people are using computers to handle their 
paperwork. How to index and search electronic documents becomes a very critical 
topic with no simple solutions for us. In this thesis, we will present an advanced 
intelligent Chinese document search engine, based on Moli & ANSeRS formerly 
known as Jasmine & ANSeRS，an intelligent Chinese search engine developed by Qin 
An and W.S.Wong in 1997. We call the new search engine M&A^. It covers the 
following two key technologies in the field of Artificial Intelligence: 
1. Information retrieval: This part is pivotal in an intelligent search engine. A 
model named Complete Associative Word Network is introduced in this thesis. 
In addition to performing semantic search over the whole document rather 
than traditional exact matches, M&A can also perform full text search over 
all proper names and proper nouns mentioned in each document. 
In this thesis, the Complete Associative Word Network is adopted to be the 
knowledge base. Word closeness is measure by the mutual information 
between two words. The network structure is defined by an efficient algorithm 
that can learn from a given sample document collection. In the Complete 
Associative Word Network there is no pre-defined class. For each document, 
the indexer will generate a Bayesian network to investigate the main idea and 
thus extract out a variable number of words to represent it. The advantage of 
using a Bayesian network is that high dimensional joint probabilities could be 
approximately computed. With the non-class structure and variable length 
topic thread, M&A can handle documents more gracefully. In order to reduce 
the dimension of the Complete Associative Word Network, we group 
synonyms together and view them as one concept. Each concept is a set of 
synonyms. Therefore the number of concepts is less than the number of words, 
which could make the Complete Associative Word Network much simpler. 
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This can save storage space and improve the speed of indexer and searcher 
remarkably. 
An efficient algorithm is presented that can 
1) automatically generate a topic-thread with a variable number of keywords 
as the content representative of a document; 
2) automatically pick out all the proper names and proper nouns as a 
supplement to the topic-thread. 
A topic-thread is defined as a word vector, which contains a small number of 
words, determined by the number of the knowledge nodes each document 
includes. The storage space for the indexing database is substantially smaller 
than a full-text retrieval database. 
An algorithm is presented to match a user's query and a topic-thread based on 
the Complete Associative Word Network. The probability that the query 
words are likely to appear in this context represented by topic-thread is 
computed as the relevance between the document and the query. 
2. System implementation: In this thesis, and intelligent search engine system is 
presented for both the Chinese World Wide Web searching and local 
electronic document management purpose. With a PageRank algorithm and an 
improved robot system, M&A: can return users the most interrelated, useful, 
and updated web pages. Several powerful and easily manipulable 
administration tools are also introduced to the system administrator to manage 
and adjust the whole system. Furthermore, all the Complete Associative Word 
Network and the indexed data are stored in a RDBMS database, which enable 
the system administrator to handle them with more flexibility. 
The model, algorithms and system presented in this thesis could be applied in other 
language text retrieval systems besides Chinese. Moreover, if the number of the 
indexed documents is limited and the contents are centralized in a certain domain, the 










































Chapter I Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the new century, there is an explosive growth of the Internet. More and more 
people use it nowadays, not only for entertainment, but also for work and for living 
needs. The Internet is becoming an essential element of people's daily life. The World 
Wide Web is undoubtedly becoming the best, and the most effective source for 
getting all kinds of information. 
According to the statistics of the http://www.netsizer.coiTi/. at the end of May 
2001,there are 122 million hosts found on the Internet. This figure grows rapidly by 
about 3 million per month as shown in the following table: 
Table 1.1 Hosts on the Internet 
Jan,1999 44.3279 
Jan, 2000 70.4429 
Jan, 2001 105.954 
Feb, 2001 111.472 
Mar, 2001 116.151 
Apr, 2001 119.372 
May, 2001 122.098 
To such a huge information source, search engine is a very useful tool to help users 
find what they need. 
Meanwhile, with the rapid development of computer technology, the price of PC is 
dropping and its usage is widely expanding. More and more people no longer keep 
their document in paper form, instead electronic media are used. In spite of the 
advantages of electronic documents, namely, easy storage and rapid transfer, they also 
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require an efficient and intelligent indexing and searching method to administer them. 
An efficient and intelligent search engine is becoming a pressing problem. 
1.1 Information retrieval 
Information Retrieval is a science that aims to store and allow fast access to a large 
amount of information. This information can be of all kinds: textual, visual, or 
auditory. An Information Retrieval System is a computing tool that stores this 
information to be retrieved for future use. Although scientists and researchers are 
trying to develop visual and auditory Information Retrieval System, most commonly 
used Information Retrieval Systems store and allow the retrieval of text-only 
information or documents. 
A user accesses the Information Retrieval System (IRS) by submitting a query; the 
IRS then tries to retrieve all the documents that satisfy the query. As opposed to 
database systems (Data Retrieval Systems), IRS does not provide the exact answer but 
produces a collection of documents that appear to contain some relevant information. 
Queries and documents are usually expressed in natural language and constituted by 
words. Stop-words (non-content-bearing words) are discarded, and all the format tags 
are removed, so that queries and documents can be viewed as list of terms that can be 
compared using some similarity evaluation algorithms. Good IR systems typically 
rank the matched documents so that those most likely to be relevant (those with the 
higher similarity to user queries) are presented to the users first. Some retrieved 
documents will be relevant (with varying degree of relevance) and some will, 
unfortunately, be irrelevant. We can use the commonly used measures including recall 
and precision ratios to carry out performance evaluation (See Section 1.2). 
It is noticeable that there are several major differences between Data Retrieval 
System and Information Retrieval System. Van Rijabergen [Van Rijabergen 1979] 
listed their differences. They are shown in the following table: 
Table 1.2 Differences between Data Retrieval System and Information Retrieval  
System 
Matching Exact match Partial match, best match 
Inference Deduction Induction 
Model Deterministic Probabilistic 
Classification Monothetic Polythetic 
Query Language Artificial Natural 
Query Specification Complete Incomplete 
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Items Wanted Matching Relevant 
Error Responses Sensitive Insensitive 
With the differences showed by Van Rijsbergen, we can easily find that both 
retrieval methods have their most suitable situations. When users want to search for 
some proper names, proper nouns, or users know exactly what they are looking for， 
Data Retrieval System has a better performance. On the other hand, if the users want 
to search for documents on a certain topic that is described in natural language or a 
group of keywords, Information Retrieval System shows its advantages. So for a good 
search engine, it should combine those two methods together. In this thesis, we want 
to utilize those two retrieval technologies to provide a better search engine for the 
World Wide Web and document management. 
1.2 Performance Evaluation 
In the Information Retrieval System, performance evaluation is always a knotty 
problem. The commonly used measures in literature are recall and precision ratios 
[Lancaster 1958]: 
RECALL -冊础cr of relevant documents retrieved 
total number of relevant documents (1.1) 
PRECISION -冊"^ber of relevant documents retrieved 
total number of documents retrieved (1.2) 
Recall describes the ability of a retrieval system to find relevant documents, and 
precision is the accuracy of result. An ideal retrieval system should find all relevant 
documents, and only the relevant documents. In that case, both recall and precision 
are high. 
The difficulty in these performance evaluation measures is that there is no standard 
way to define the criterion relevance. Different people can show you different 
perspectives of relevance in terms of their knowledge, background, attitude, 
intelligence, experience, error preference, and user orientation. The criterion of 
relevance affects the performance of the searching strategy. At this point, the recall 
and precision ratios do not make too much sense. Furthermore, for different types of 
documents and different domains, there are always many factors affecting the 
consistency of relevance judgment. For a single domain, good searching strategy may 
be easier to be achieved, because the relationships between concepts (or words) are 
stable and easy to be defined, such as documents in a very narrow field. For a broad 
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domain with lots of nonstandard usage of language, things become difficult due to the 
diversity of human language. For example, in the World Wide Web, new words come 
out every day. Moreover, the meanings of the traditional words are changing or 
endowed with new significance. 
The Text Retrieval Conference (TREC), sponsored by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST), provides a good place for a number of research 
groups to compare results on the same data using the same evaluation methods, and 
represented a breakthrough in cross-system evaluation in information retrieval. The 
testing document collections are much richer than any traditional testing document 
collections used individually before. In April 1997，NIST issued a Mandarin News 
collection, which are collected from People's Daily, China International Broadcast 
Station，and Xinhua News Agency. In the following several chapters we will use this 
document collection to carry out performance evaluations. 
1.3 Apply Bayesian Network to Information Retrieval 
Besides the statistical and linguistic models, there are some approaches using 
technologies of inference. A Bayesian inference network is described as a 
probabilistic formalism for inferring under uncertainty. It can be used to refine the 
query with relevance feedback mechanism, or to benefit automatic indexing. More 
generally, a Bayesian network can be used as a knowledge base. 
A Bayesian inference network is a directed, acyclic dependence graph in which 
nodes represent prepositional variables or constants and edges represent dependence 
relations between propositions. If a proposition represented by a node p “cause，，or 
“imply，’ the proposition represented by node q, we draw a directed edge from p to q. 
The node q contains a link matrix that specifies the probability P{q | /?) for all 
possible values of the two variables. When a node has multiple parents, the link 
matrix specifies the dependence relationship of that node on the set of parents {n^) 
and characterizes the dependence relationship between that node and all nodes 
representing its potential causes. Given a set of prior probabilities for the roots of 
graph，the network can be used to compute the probability or degree of belief 
associated with all the remaining nodes. 
1.4 Early work: The Moli & ANSeRS 
Towards the end of 1997，Qin An and Wong Wing Shing finished Moli & ANSeRS， 
formerly known as Jasmine & ANSeRS in Chinese University of Hong Kong, and it 
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was a powerful Chinese Internet search engine at that time. In the same year, this 
prototype won the 1997 Hong Kong Award of Industry: Certificate of Merit in 
Consumer Product Design. 
In the Moli & ANSeRS system, the information retrieval model is based on a 
Bayesian network. The main purpose of that system is to provide an efficient way to 
investigate the main idea (i.e. topic) of a document. Qin An developed a model named 
associative word network to describe the relationships between words. Word 
closeness is measured by mutual information between them. He used a predefined 10-
class model to classify the words according to their appearance frequencies, and used 
a 10-keyword topic thread to represent the main idea of each document. With an 
automatic indexing program, Moli & ANSeRS can handle the documents very quickly 
and effectively. 
Another contribution of Moli & ANSeRS is that it provides users with a very 
powerful Chinese segmentation tool to separate words. As we all know, Chinese 
language is unlike English, in which there is a space to indicate the boundary of each 
word. Chinese has no segmentation punctuation between words. This function enables 
Moli & ANSeRS to handle natural Chinese language well. 
Taking into account the computational capability available at that time, Moli & 
ANSeRS was a good Chinese search engine. However, after several years' of usage, it 
shows a number of shortcomings due to the simplicity of the indexing and retrieval 
mechanism. The followings are several main flaws: 
1. 10 keywords are insufficient to keep all the main idea of document, especially 
when the size of documents is variable. 
2. 10-class model cannot guarantee that each document contains words in each 
class. As a consequence, there may not be sufficient keywords in every topic 
thread. This affects the probability chain, and makes the topic thread lose its 
meaning. 
3. There is no special mechanism to handle the proper names and proper nouns 
that are usually what the users most concern with. 
4. Classification of words just depends on their appearance frequencies in the 
training document collection, which relies on the given collections excessively 
5. There is a lack of linguistics in the associative words network 
6. There is no mechanism to adapt to the requirements of electronic document 
management 
7. There is no user friendly administration tool 
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With the rapid progresses in the computer technology, more powerful CPU comes 
out continuously, and storage medium are getting larger and larger. Today's computer 
has many times more processing capability than 3 years ago. It can handle much more 
complicated job. It drives us to apply a more accurate theory on information retrieval. 
1.5 Contributions of this Thesis 
In this thesis, we will present a new Information Retrieval System that evolves from 
the Moli & ANSeRS. We call this new system M&aI 
Information retrieval: The traditional thesaurus is created manually, and the 
automatically created knowledge base based on word co-occurrence frequency has 
limited improvement of performance in Information Retrieval System. This part is 
pivotal in an intelligent search engine. A model named Complete Associative Word 
Network is introduced in this thesis, which can enable the search engine to extract the 
topic thread to represent main idea of each document, and perform semantic search 
over the whole document rather than traditional exact matchings. Not like it's former 
implementation, it has a new mechanism to handle all the proper names and proper 
nouns mentioned by each document, and realized full text search over them. This 
feature benefits those people who want to search information about specific person 
and thing. 
In this thesis, the Complete Associative Word Network is adopted to be the 
knowledge base. Word closeness is measured by the mutual information between two 
words. The network structure is defined by an efficient algorithm learned from a 
given sample document collection. In Complete Associative Word Network there is 
no pre-defined class. For each document, the indexer will generate a Bayesian 
network to investigate the main idea and thus extract out a variable number of words 
to represent it, which can make sure the integrality of probability chains and keep as 
much as necessary. The advantage of using a Bayesian network is that high 
dimensional joint probabilities could be approximately computed. In order to reduce 
the dimension of the Complete Associative Word Network, we group synonyms and 
view them as one concept. Each concept is a set of synonyms. So the number of 
concepts is less than the number of words, which could make the Complete 
Associative Network much simpler, and save the storage space. Meanwhile, this 
improves the speed of indexer and searcher. The details are described in Chapter 2 
and 3. 
An efficient algorithm is presented that can 
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1. automatically generate a topic-thread with variable number of keywords as 
the content representative of a document; 
2. automatically pick out all the proper nouns as a supplement to the topic-
thread. 
A topic-thread is defined as a word vector, which contains a small number of 
words, determined by the number of the knowledge nodes each document includes. 
The storage space for the indexing database is substantially smaller than a full-text 
retrieval database. 
An algorithm is presented to match a user's query and a topic-thread based on the 
Complete Associative Word Network. The probability that the query words are likely 
to appear in this context represented by topic-thread is computed as relevance 
between the document and the query. In order to provide the most valuable documents 
to users, we adopt a PageRank to describe the value of each page, besides a score to 
represent the relevance. 
System Implementation: In this thesis, and intelligent search engine system is 
presented for both the Chinese Word Wide Web searching and local electronic 
document management purpose. With a PageRank algorithm and an improved robot 
system, M&A� can return users most interrelated, useful, and updated Web pages. 
Several powerful and user-friendly administration tools are also introduced to the 
system administrator, with which one can manage and adjust the whole system. 
Furthermore all the data are stored in a RDBMS database, which enables user to 
handle them with more flexibility. These will be presented in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 contains conclusions and a description of future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Complete Associative Word Network 
Language is a tool with which people can express themselves to others. It plays a very 
significant role in communication. We all use tokens to represent things in real life no 
matter which language we are using. Those tokens are words, the basic units of 
language. The semantic relationships between them are very complicated. Some 
examples of these relationships are including others, being included, the same, being 
correlative, being opposite, etc. In this thesis, we want to figure out a statistical way to 
describe their relationships. The word co-occurrence frequency is widely used as a 
measure of the semantic closeness of words [Qiu et al 1993]. In this chapter, some 
underlining heuristic linguistic hypotheses are introduced. An associative word 
network is derived from the viewpoint of information theory. 
2.1 Heuristic linguistic hypotheses 
Here are three heuristic linguistic hypotheses about words in documents assumed in 
this study: 
1. Each document contains one and only one significant topic. 
2. Words that tend to appear together (e.g. in the same document, paragraph, 
sentence) are semantically more closely related than words that do not. 
3. The generality of the concept behind a word can be measured by how 
many words (e.g. its pair words) it tends to appear together with in a 
document collection. 
Heuristic hypothesis 1 not only is the base of other two hypotheses, but also 
simplifies the problem. In this thesis we try to assign some more semantic meaning to 
the co-occurrence of words. In a document with more than one significant topic, we 
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cannot assure the words that appear under different topics have semantic relations. 
For example, a document has 2 topics, topic 1 and topic 2. Topic 1 is about computer 
and topic 2 is about entertainment. Or we may regard this document as consisting of 
two pieces of one-topic document. It is apparent that word A in topic 1 has no 
semantic relationship with word B in topic 2，i.e. their co-occurrence in the same 
document has no contribution to describe their closeness. Documents with more than 
one significant topic should be segmented into several one-topic documents. 
Otherwise, in the hypothesis 2，we cannot make sure word co-occurrence within a 
document is meaningful to their semantic closeness. We assume that all documents in 
this thesis have one and only one significant topic. 
In the heuristic hypothesis 2，we assume two words appear together in a sentence, a 
paragraph, or even a one-topic document, and have some semantic relation. As we all 
know，the relationships between two words are very complicated. They may be 
including others, being included, being similar, being opposite, or being identical etc. 
We cannot distinguish their detail relationships just by their appearance in the same 
document. However, if we just regard them as interrelated, it is also acceptable. In 
other words, we use the co-occurrence frequency to describe closeness of two words 
and make the closeness a representation of all the complicated relations the two words 
could have. Here, we use semantic range to represent how largely a single word could 
affect in a document. Generally speaking, semantic range can be a sentence, a 
paragraph, or a document. The smaller the semantic range we define, the more 
accurate the results we can get. At this point, we try to endow the statistical co-
occurrence frequency with linguistic meaning. 
In the heuristic hypothesis 3，for a particular document collection, word A and any 
other word B appear together once in a pre-defined semantic range, which means they 
have some correlation. Similarly, if word A and word C do not appear together even 
once in a pre-defined semantic range, we regard word A and word C as irrelated. Thus, 
if two words are related, we use a link to represent the relation between them. 
Apparently, a common word tends to appear with more other words than a rare word. 
Accordingly, the generality of word can be defined with its number of links, i.e. the 
number of its pair words. The more links a word has, the more general it is. 
All the hypotheses are used to make sure that our words statistical co-occurrence 
data has linguistic meaning. Under this condition, we can apply statistical method to 
document linguistic analysis. 
2.2 Basic concepts 
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In the following study, we assume the default semantic range is document. 
Denote a document collection with M documents by D, and denote the word set in 
Dhy W and assume it has N words in it. Associate any word w. in W with a binary 
random variable W, . W. is equal to the value "presence" if w,. appears in a 
randomly selected document from D, otherwise, it is equal to the value “absence，，. All 
random variables are binary in this thesis unless otherwise stated. The followings are 
some basic definitions of information theory. 
Definition 1: 
If the word w,. appears in a randomly selected document, we define W) =presence. 
Furthermore, define the event {W, = presence,W^ = presence,...,W\ = presence) to 
be the event that the words 冰“冰之，…，冰"appear simultaneously in a randomly 
selected document. 
Definition 2: 
The entropy of the variable PF- is defined as 
= (2.1) 
Where the summation is over all the possible states： in this case, there are two states 
presence and absence. 
Definition 3: 
The joint entropy ofn variables ，矿2，…，妒J is defined as K): 
H(W;,W;”",W~„) = - (2.2) 
where the summation is over all the possible states. 
Definition 4: 
The mutual information of two random variables W) and W~ is defines as: 
The maximum mutual information of two random variables is: 
= H(W：) = mw：) (2.4) 
when and only when fV. = W j . 
10 
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Here，if the two random variables W^  = W j ， t h e mutual information 
/ (巧， ) t akes the maximal value = H(W.) = HiWj). If the two random 
variables are independent, that is = P(W.) = ，the mutual information 
I(W.,Wj) = 0. So we could use mutual information as a measure of the relation 
between the two random variables. 
For the binary variables W^  and W^， f ix ing the prior probabilities 
P(妒 1 = presence) and = presence)，the relationship between the mutual 
information and the probability P^, = presence,W, = presence) is 
shown in Figure 2.1. If P{W, = presence) + = presence) < 1 , then the 
probability = presence, W! = presence) can be down to zero as shown in Figure 
2.1. For most part of the words in a large document collection, 
P(妒丨=presence) + = presence) < 1 is always satisfied. 
In this figure, point A is at where the mutual information takes the 
maximum value. 
= presence,W^ = presence) = mm{P{W, = presence), Pi^^ = presence)} 
0 B A 
= presence,W2 = presence) 
Figure 2.1 The mutual information of two binary random variables 
Point B is at where the mutual information / ( i ^ , ^ ) = 0, which means the two 
random variables are independent. 
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P(炉 1 = presence,W^ = presence) = = presence)P{W^ = presence) 
At the point 0 is at where the co-occurrence = presence, W^ = presence) = 0， 
which means the two words FT, and W^ never appear together. 
In the interval [B，A], is an increasing function of 
P(妒 1 = presence,W^ = presence). In this case, the mutual information measure is 
consistent with the principle to use the co-occurrence frequency as a measure of 
similarity: the bigger the mutual information or the bigger the co-occurrence 
frequency, the closer the two words. 
In the interval [0，B]， is a decreasing function of 
= presence,W^ ^presence) • In this case, the smaller the probability 
户(炉丨=presence.W^ = presence)，the closer the two words, which indicates that W^ 
and W^ are complementary, i.e. the appearance of the word W^ prohibits the 
appearance of the word W^ . This is different from the principle to use the co-
occurrence frequency as a measure of similarity. However the complementary case 
happens only for the variables with high prior probabilities. In most case, W^ and 
炉 2 are synonyms, we will discuss how to deal with this case later. As the prior 
probabilities = presence) or = presence) decrease, the length of the 
interval [0，B] is reduced. In a large document collection, few words have high prior 
probabilities except for the words in the stop word list. 
Definition 5: 
The closeness of two words fV. and W j is defined as : 
/{Wi，Wj) if P{W, = presenceJV^ = presence) > 
CiWi^Wj) = j P{W, = presence)P{W~2 = presence) (2.5) 
0 otherwise 
So according to the Definition 5，for a particular document collection, if two 
words W^  and W^ never appear together within a pre-defined semantic range, their 
closeness is 0. In this case, there is no link between those two words. If word A tends 
to appear with more other words than word B，i.e. it has more links than word B, word 
^ is a more common concept to readers than word B. 
12 
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2.3 Bayesian Network 
From probability theory, we know for four random variables andx^, the 
joint distribution is .x^^x^^x^). So we have 
= P{x, I，X2，X4，X2，又4) 
and if x^  is independent of x^ this equation can be stated as 
The Bayesian network is a model to derive approximations for high dimensional 
joint distributions [Pear 1988]. 
In the Bayesian Network approach, the relationship of variables is considered as 
causal relation, which is parameterized by conditional probability. In other words, for 
events A and B，we have 
The event A causes with certainty P{B | A) the event B. 
Or a rule for reasoning 
If the event A has taken place, then the event B will take place with certainly P{B\A). 
We can use symbol A->B to indicate this relation. A is the cause of B, and B is 
called the effect of A. 
We may use direct acyclic graph to indicate causal relation. In the following graph, 
there are four causal relations that are parameterized by probabilities: 丨义之）， 




Figure 2.2 A Bayesian network with four variables 
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A network such as Figure 2.2 is called a Bayesian Network, which consists of the 
following [Jensen 1996]: 
• A set of variables and a set of directed edges between variables. 
• Each variable has a finite set of mutually exclusive states. 
• The variables together with the directed edges form a directed acyclic graph. 
To each variables with its parents Xj，there is an attached conditional 
probability table P(x. | x.)and P(x. |x.) =户 O,) if a：, is empty. 
The Bayesian Network has an important property called conditional independence, 
which means the following two cases: 
參 If two events and share the same cause 少，then the states of these two 
events are independent when the state of> is known, that is 
P(Xi，X2|;;) = P(Xi|30PCx2|_y) (2.6) 
• If the state of an event y is known, then any state of its effect ；c is independent of 
any cause of>，say z，that is 
P{x\y,z) = P(x\y) (2.7) 
For example, there are several very famous Linux system providers, such as Redhat 
and Mandrake. And the most valuable tool Redhat contributes to the Linux world is 
—(Redhat Package Manager). If the search domain is on Linux, the probability that 
we can find some documents on Redhat is P(Redhat\ Linux), and the probability to 
find some documents on Mandrake is P(Mandrake\ Linux). Furthermore, if the search 
domain is Redhat, And the probability that we can find some documents on rpm is 
P(rpm\ Redhat). 
If the search domain is unknown, and we can find some documents on Mandrake, 
we have certain confidence on that we can also find some documents on Redhat. 
Because they are both related to the Linux domain. If we already know the search 
domain is Linux, finding documents on Mandrake provides no information on the 
confidence that we can also find documents on Redhat, which is determined by the 
prior confidence P(Redhat\ Linux). We can state this rules as: 
P(Redhat\Mandrake, Linux)= P(Redhat\ Linux) 
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and 
P(Redhat, Mandrake\ Linux) = P(Redhat\ Linux) P(Mandrake\ Linux) 
If the search domain is Redhat, the knowledge of that the search domain is Linux 
will not affect the search the document on “rpm”. That is: 
P(rpm\ Redhat,Linux)= P(rpm\ Redhat) 
According to the causal relations shown in Figure 2.2 and the property of 
conditional independence, the approximation of the joint distribution 
can be derived as 
丨，，义 3 ， �） = P { X , I ， X 2 ， ) P { X , , X 2 ， ) 
=P{x, I X2 )P{x, I ，X2 ，X2 ) (2.8) 
=户 I 义 2 I 4 ) 户 ) 
With the Bayesian network, we can represent probabilistic relationships concisely. 
If we consider only the known dependencies among variables in a smaller domain, 
rather than to assume that all variables are dependent on all other variables, the 
computational work will decrease with exponential rate. 
2.4 Complete Associative Word Network 
The fundamental principle of query expansion approaches is that similar words have 
the same contribution to discriminate relevant documents from non-relevant ones. So 
adding similar words to a query will not change the main idea of the query. On the 
other hand, given a set of similar words, we can select one as the representative of 
other words in the set. This is the reverse application of the query expansion approach. 
The closeness of two terms ^ and Y can be measured by the following equation: 
膽 阶 ^ ^ (2.9) 
Here, F{X) represents the number of documents containing term X. 
From the definition of the DICE similarity measure (Equation2.9) and the 
definition of the mutual information measure (Equation 2.3)，one can conclude that a 
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given word is likely to be the most similar to the words that have comparable 
frequencies of occurrence in the collection [Peat et al. 1991]. 
Taking into account limitation of CPU computaional capability and storage space 
in 1997，Qin An and W.S.Wong defined Moli & ANSeRS a Bayesian network with a 
special 10-class structure to investigate topics in documents. At that time, this 
Bayesian network with 10-class structure showed many predominances. Moli & 
ANSeRS works very quickly and the storage space is much smaller than a traditional 
full text search engine. However, with the rapid development of computer technology, 
the 10-class structure becomes insufficient. In this thesis, we will present an improved 
dynamic Bayesian network, which has a better performance than the old one. It is 
called Complete Associative Word Network. 
Assuming there are totally n words inD, we use a nxn matrix L to represent the 
co-occurrence frequency of every pair of words. In other words, if word w^  and Wj 
appear in the same semantic range, 1“�will be added 1. Base on this matrix, one can 
calculate the closeness of each pair of words c“j according to Definition 2.5. 
Meanwhile, if c“j > 0 then we consider that there is a link between word i and word j. 
Practically, the more links a word has, the more general the word is. This is the key 
point we can apply Bayesian network to information retrieval - which we can consider 
that the appearance of more general word is the cause of the appearance of less 
general word. 
If for any ij，we have c � �> 0，then draw a directed line from the word with more 
links to the one with less links. If for any ，we have c;> 0 and their numbers of 
links are equal, then draw a directed line from any word to another arbitrarily. We can 
represent the matrix with a network shown in Figure 2.3; furthermore, this graph is a 
directed acyclic graph. Just as the Bayesian network defined by Jensen (see Section 
2.3), the complete associative word network shown in Figure 2.4 satisfies all the 
requirements of Bayesian network. 
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Figure 2.3 A Complete Associative Word Network 
Consider a document D, with n word 0i，w2，".，w„). Mark all the words and 
links in the Complete Associative Word Network. No doubt, it should be a sub-graph 
of the whole Complete Associative Word Network. It is shown in Figure 2.4. We can 
use this graph to represent this particular document. However, it is difficult to store, 
index and search. It is remarkable that if we keep all the words the document contains, 
we can do full text search on it. To simplify the computation and get rid of the 
semantic noise of the words, we should figure out a meaningful topic thread to 
represent the document's theme. 
I ” .. 
• y赞' 
W26 
Figure 2.4 A word network of a document 17 
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In order to figure out the topic thread, firstly we have to simplify the graph of the 
document D using the following steps. 
1. Sort the words in decreasing order by the links of all the n words 
2. Group the words into c segments and each segment has the same number 
of words. Here, c is the number of the words in topic thread, we can set it 
as a reasonable number according to n. this is very helpful when the size of 
documents varies markedly. The words on the first segment form class ， 
r 
and the words on the last segment form class c 
3. The word links between the words in classes further than neighboring 
classes are ignored because their co-occurrence frequencies are not 
comparable. 
The key difference between M&A^ and Moli & ANSeRS is that in Moli & 
ANSeRS words are sorted by their occurrence frequency. In M&A^, we sort them in 
order by their links. It is apparent that the number of our documents varies the 
occurrence frequencies of words. Different number of documents will change words' 
occurrence frequencies; different document collection will change words' occurrence 
frequencies as well. So, with the changed occurrence frequencies, their classes will 
also be changed, from this point of view, the associative word network depends on the 
document collection evidently. But for the links, if our semantic rage is smaller, say it 
is set to sentence or paragraph; words' co-occurrence frequencies are more 
meaningful and logistic. And even if the number of documents is unlimited, words' 
links will not vary too much. Generally speaking, word will not relate to all the other 
words, i.e. as a matter of fact, words only have limited number of logical relationships 
with others. So even we change the training document set, words’ links will not vary 
too much. For example, software and hardware tend to appear together with computer, 
no matter which training document set we use. Links between them are always there, 
no matter how many documents you use to measure the closeness of two words. 
Generality of a word should not be defined as word usage but how many other words 
it relates. At this point, links are more stable and meaningful than the occurrence 
frequency when we define the generality of a word. The new complete associative 
word network is not only based on statistics, but also endowed with real meaning and 
human logic. 
Picking up one word from each segments C" 1 < z < c, we get a sequence of word 
. We call such a sequence topic thread, which is a candidate of the 
topic representative of the document D. 
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Definition 6: 
A topic thread is defined as a word vector,(州“州之，…，冰。），where w^  € C., 
\<i<c. 
Actually, a topic thread is a path in Figure 2.4 from a word in class C! to a word in 
class Cc. It is shown is Figure 2.5. 
Wi \ ( 
‘ \ 
- W 7 . • 
\ . . 
Figure 2.5 A topic thread the Complete Associative Word Network 
For example, the word vector (w,, Wj,..., ) is a topic-thread in our current 
search engine where c is variable from 10 to 50 according to the size of each 
document. 
As we know, in the most cases, the sizes of documents vary. Not like Moli & 
ANSeRS, where all the topic threads consist of only 10 keywords at most, in M&A】， 
we have implemented a method to extract a varied number of keywords dynamically 
and elegantly. It is apparent that the larger part we store from the document graph (see 
Figure 2.4)，the more useful information about this document we keep. This method 
of dynamic keyword number benefits from the Complete Associative Word Network 
and dynamic classes definition. 
To reduce the complexity of the word association, we analyze the word association 
within the topic-threads rather than the whole word set W. This is based on two 
assumptions: 
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1) The words set 妒 may contain hundreds of thousands of words, but there 
are usually a small number of words in a document. 
2) Each word is typically closely related with only a small number of other 
words. 
For a topic-thread r = (w丨，Wj，…，w�），associate a binary random variable with 
word w,., for 1 < / < c. One can assign the probability function P ( r ) : 
Apply the conditional independence property of the Bayesian network, we have: 
P(r) = P(『丨，妒2，".，frj 
= I I W,P{W, I W,)P{W,) ( 2 • � 
The causal relation implied in Equation 2.11 can be stated as 
The occurrence of word w,. causes the occurrence of word Wj with certainty 
^ K - l w , ) . 
This reasoning rule matched the approach with which a human being determines a 
relevant document. In the previous example of the topic-thread, P(Redhat\ Linux) 
states a useful rule that 
If you see "Linux ” in a document, you will see "Redhat “ in the document with 
probability P(Redhat\ Linux). 
i.e. we use the conditional probability of two words to describe the relations between 
them. The words with more links are more general concepts to the people; we can 
specify our search domain from the most general concept to the least one. Topic of a 
document consists of a group of words from the most general word to the least one. 
This is the main idea of the Complete Associative Word Network. 
With the rapid development in computer technology, the price/GB of hard drive 
becomes lower and lower. Moreover, the computational ability of CPU has been 
improved by progressional times. Nowadays computers can handle a very large 
database easily, and the hardware cost and maintenance are cheaper and cheaper. But 
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if number of words N is large, say lOOK, the size of whole Complete Associative 
Word Network is still unexpectedly huge. Fortunately, because words always have a 
very small number of links with others, and the astringency of words links, the matrix 
Mis sparse. So the matrix Mhas an acceptable size. 
However, in order to make the system faster and more efficient, one can simplify 
the network by removing some links if the two nodes they join are not closely related. 
The association is measured by the mutual information of the two words [see 
Equation 2.4]. The simplified network simplifies the approximation computation. 
With a threshold i9，we can simplify the Complete Associative Word Network by 
removing the links whose mutual information is lower than the threshold; meanwhile 
we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1: With the two thresholds 0 �a n d to simplify a complete associative 
word network, we obtain two approximations, CAWN^ and CAWN^ • If <62, 
CAWN^xs more accurate than CAWN^. [Qin An 1997] 
In the next chapter, we also provide some extra practical solutions to shrink the 
matrix's size. 
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Chapter 3 
M & A 2 
In this chapter we will set up a new model of information retrieval based on the 
Complete Associative Word Network and dynamic class definition described in 
Chapter 2. We call this new system M&A^. It is an improved Moli & ANSeRS. With 
the new structure of associative word network, and some improvements on system 
design, M&A has a much better performance. 
l l f g p u p ^ t j ^ n p i i 角 
W e b l S I f ^ 卜 ^ 了 --——？、丄老 
^^^"••^/Pr^rQcessor Indexer Know 
,Robot 
, z - - ^ ^ 
• UlLUit SndLbstaba^ 
Lntamat ^ ^ 
^ — _ _ JIII 
W«b^rver Searcher 
•HMW^  . �� • .-« 
Figure 3.1 System architecture of M&A Internet search engine 
The architecture of M&A is shown in Figure 3.1, it is similar to a traditional 
information retrieval system. The M&A contains two fundamental parts: 
Indexing: Documents (including Web pages and all kinds of electronic documents) 
are processed by a text pre-processor and then sent to a subsystem called indexer. The 
text preprocessor performs functions such as suffix stripping for English texts, and 
word segmentation and tagging for Chinese texts. After that, the indexer extracts 
some background information (i.e. titles, URLs, authors and so on) from the 
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document and generates a representative (i.e. a topic-thread) for it based on its content. 
All these information will be saved in a database. In our M&A system, we use a 
topic-thread with a variable number of words as the representative for each document. 
And the knowledge base is the Complete Associative Word Network. 
Retrieval: a query processor processes users' queries. In our M&A system, the 
query processor performs the same text pre-processing function as the indexer. After 
that, the processed query is sent to a subsystem called searcher, where the query is 
matched with items in the database. A ranked list of the result is then sent back to the 
user. The searcher of M&A works on a knowledge base; it is also the Complete 
Associative Word Network. 
In this chapter we will discuss indexer and searcher in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 
respectively. Before this, in order to make indexer and searcher more efficient, some 
practical improvements over the Complete Associative Word Network will be 
proposed in 3.1. 
3.1 Concept, Stop word, and Substantive 
As we discussed in chapter 2，for the Complete Associative Word Network, the word 
number N is limited by both computational capability and the storage capacity of 
computer system we can use. In order to improve the processing speed of indexer and 
searcher, reducing the word number AMs an efficient way. 
In this work, we regard words as the basic units of language, they are also regarded 
as the basic units of information retrieval. In common language, there are always lots 
of synonyms. People use them to represent the similar idea, the purpose of using them 
is to add some vivid elements to language and make language more expressive. Since 
synonyms have little difference between them, to some extent search engine could 
regard them as representing the same concept. In the following cases, we can see 
some representative examples: 
1. For some proper nouns, it has several abbreviations; we should not regard 
them as different. For example, "CUHK", "The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong", “中文大学”，and “香港中文大学” represent the same thing. 
2. For some nouns, they have several forms just because people in different 
areas. For example, for computer term "main bus", mainland people call it 
“总线’，.In Taiwan, it was called ‘‘汇流排”. 
3. For some nouns, they have very close meaning, but under some circumstances, 
they are not very distinguished for search engine users. For simpleness, we 
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can roughly group them together. For example, “石头，，，“石块，’,and “石” are 
almost the same. 
We group synonyms and consider them as one concept. Each concept is a set of 
synonyms. So the number of concepts is less than the number of words, which could 
make the co-occurrence matrix simpler, save the storage space, and improve the speed 
of indexer and searcher. However, this requires a lot of manual work to construct 
concepts one by one. 
As we discussed in Chapter 2(see Figure 2.1)，in the interval [ 0 ， B ] ， i s a 
decreasing function of = presence, W^ = presence) which indicates that W^ 
and 妒2 虹e complementary, i.e. the occurrence of the word W^  prohibits the 
occurrence of the word W ^ . The complementary case happens only for the variables 
with high prior probabilities. As the prior probabilities = presence) or 
PiWi = presence) decrease, the length of the interval [0,B] is reduced. In a large 
document collection, few words have high prior probabilities except the words in the 
stop word list. 
In Moli & ANSeRS，the stop word list just contains all the words with high prior 
probabilities which we cannot use mutual information to describe their closeness. This 
gives us a hint. If we enlarge the stop word list, the total number of word N is reduced. 
Meanwhile, the dimension of the co-occurrence matrix M is reduced as well, in other 
words, the Complete Associative Word Network is simplified. 
In the past three years, Moli & ANSeRS has accumulated about 157,527 query 
phrases. After studied all query phrases, we find only: 
1. 13,810 distinct query phrases, 1,002 of them are of single Chinese 
character, so the number of legal query phrases is 12810 (92.76%), 
which covers 100,752 queries (63.96%). 
2. The most popular phrase has been submitted 9912 times. 
3. There are 93,786 query phrases that have been submitted more than 
twice. This amounts to 93.09% of the total 100,752 query phrases. 
Queries are mainly nouns especially the proper names and proper nouns. And users 
seldom submitted verb, adjective and adverb. It suggests that people are always 
interested in substantives, such as noun, part of nominal verb, adjective and adverb 
when using search engine. This enlightens us that if we only use substantives words to 
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do the index, the size of Complete Associative Word Network can be reduced notably 
without losing any useful meaning. 
In M&A^, after discarding words that are not significant to a search, we use 16,353 
words to set up Complete Associative Word Network. Furthermore, one can add any 
new word to it easily with dictionary administration tools. 
3.2 Indexing 
In M&A^, a topic-thread with a variable word number c is used to represent a 
document. Using the words in a given document, one can compose a number of topic-
thread. In order to determine the most relevant topic-thread, the following procedure 
is used. 
View a document D with n words as a set of words (w,，w:,...，Tha t is, the 
issue of word multiplicity is ignored, but words are sorted in decreasing order by their 
links. In order to describe document more clearly and accurately, we use a variable 
number of classes to group the keywords according to the document's size, i.e. the 
longer the document is, the more keywords are extracted. In the new approach, we 
define that c is from 10 to 50 (we accept this c as a system parameter, and adjust it as 
necessary). At this moment, we start to define the dynamic classes and group words 
together according to the words number n and their links: 
If « < 10, define no classes; just use these n words as its topic-thread. 
If 1 0 < « < 100，define 10 classes. 
If 100 <n< 500, define 10 words as a class, i.e. int(«/10) + l classes. 
If « > 500, define 50 classes. 
Thus, these words are vector {d^.d^^.-.^d^) ， where =(d“i,d“2,...,(ii„.) ’ 
l<i<c, contains all the domain keywords in the document that belong to class C.. 
In Moli & ANSeRS，it is fairy common for a document to contain no word in a certain 
class. By using the new dynamic classes definition method, we can prevent this from 
happening. 
By applying the conditional independence assumptions, we obtain: 
P(D�= P(D、，D”".，Dc� 
=P(Dc I Z V i I ) . . . I A A ) 
=n 渾 Pc-i)... n 户 ( �P i )n 户(妒） 
wed^ wed 2 wedi (3 1) 
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Let t = (Jc\’k2’…’kc) be a topic thread. Consider the corresponding random 
variable, T = . Since the words in the topic thread come from the 
document, without loss of generality, we can assume: A：,. = d" for some j. 
We can construct an approximation to the probability by: 
= P ( D c I I 火 c - 2 ) …户 ( A I K,)P{D,) ( 3 . 2 ) 
=n户(妒 ^ c - i ) - JIP{W\K,)Y\P(W) 
wed^ wed 2 wedi 
For a topic thread t = (k\,ki，...，kc�, one can associate a random variable, T，with 
a probability function, P(T) = P{f = T): 
To compute the probability, the following conditional independence property is 
assumed: 
= (3.4) 
To measure how accurate this approximation is the concept of cross-entropy is 
used. That is, define: 
CE(P(D)P, (D)) = X P{D) l o g ^ ^ (3.5) 
where the summation is taken over all possible states of the word random variables in 
the document. To minimize the cross-entropy efficiently, the following result is used: 
consider a topic thread k = . The cross-entropy CE{P{D)P^(D)) is 
minimized if for each keyword k.,\<i<c-\, the mutual information is 
maximized, where I{W;K.) is the mutual information between W and K^ (See 
Section 2.2, Definition 4) [Qin An 1997]. 
In partial summary, the indexing procedure is as follows: 
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1. For the given document d, group the document keywords in d into 
(為，，...，^c)，according to c classes we define dynamically, c is a 
variable depending on the n the number of words in document d, 
2. For each class < / < c - 1 , of document keywords, find a word k. that 
satisfies the proposition we just mentioned as the word element of the 
representative topic thread. 
3. The keyword k^，which maximizes is appended to the 
representative topic thread. 
A topic thread is defined as a word vector (w,,Wj,...,w^) where c is variable 
within a range. In this new approach, we define that c is from 10 to 50 (we accept this 
c as a system parameter, and adjust it if necessary). 
As a supplement of topic-thread, we extract all proper names and proper nouns of 
each document as well. If the user's query only consists of proper nouns, we can also 
do the full text search. In some situations, this is very helpful. 
There are two tropic threads of the same web page 
(http://isc01.moea.gov.tw/~ec/4-2.htm) as shown in the following, 
1.系统,刊，投资,有限公司,合，利率,贷款,石油,税率,所得税法 
2.经济，减少,建设,设施，试验,能量，燃料,天然气,煤炭,输气管 
The first one is indexed by Moli & ANSeRS and the second one is indexed by the 
M&A^. Actually, this Web page is a gas company administration by-law issued by 
Taiwan government. It is apparent that the latter is much more meaningful and more 
accurate. 










The topic thread that M&A2 extracts is “社会，健康，贫困，死亡，非洲，疾病，肆虐，撒哈拉， 
症疾，疱原虫”，and the proper nouns are “撒哈拉，非洲”.The topic describes the main 
idea of this news very well. 
3.3 Retrieval 
All the documents are represented by their topic threads and the system aims to 
maximize the conditional probability P(Q = presence"\ K presence'')，where 
t = (JC\,ki”..’kc�is the topic thread of a document. In the new approach, because the 
classes are defined dynamically, so in the retrieval processing, what we have to do 
first is to figure out which class the q. belongs to according to how many links it has 
and what is the links range of each class in a certain document. And then group them 
into (义，知...，�c). By means of the conditional probability: 
‘ 1 | Z = 1)=—，玄=1)  
I ’ P{K = l) 
_ pjq=i，（=11 ^  i)p(a = 1’瓦=1) 
(3.6) 
The numerator can be approximated by using: 
火,I 丨，火 = 1 2 , - 1 ，尺 M ) n 舉 I a-"火/-丨） （3") 
we?, 
for 2 < / < c , and 
P ( Q „ K , ) = P ( K , ) Y I P ( I V ) ( 3 . 8 ) 
To compute the terms P(fV | in the above formula, the well-known 
Noisy OR assumption in Bayesian Network is used. Namely: 
P(UIV„V,) = l- P{U I V, )P{U IF,) (3.9) 
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where U represents the complement of U. 
A closeness score (i.e. conditional probability) could be computed by using the 
formula above for each topic threads in the database [Qin An 1997]. Sort them in 
decreasing order. Identities of the top M documents are presented to the user. M is 
also a pre-defined system parameter. 
3.4 Rank Algorithm 
The World Wide Web is rapidly emerging as an important medium for the 
dissemination of information related to a wide range of topics. According to most 
predictions, with the spread of Internet technology, the majority of human information 
will be available on the Web in no more than ten years from now. However, it is 
widely believed that 99% of the information is of no interest to 99% of the people. 
Although our M&A! search engine can provide a very powerful tool for people who 
are looking for some specific information, and all the Web pages it returns have a 
relevant score to describe their relativity, people still think the set of the search results 
is too large. Comparing to the huge Web resource, the processing speed of human 
being are too limited. They do not have enough time to look through all the web pages 
the search engine returns. Moreover, as a matter of fact, M&A� is a Web page based 
search engine, providing a rank to describe the value of a web page is very critical to 
improve the quality ofM&A . 
In M&A^, we adopt a typical rank algorithm, PageRank, which is proposed by the 
Stanford University and has been applied in the famous search engine Google 
(http ://www. google.com). Just like academic citation literature, PageRank gives some 
approximation of a page's importance or quality by counting citations or backlinks to 
a given page. 
Assume that page A has pages T\’J\...J\, which point to it (i.e. are citations). Let 
C(A) be the number of links going out of page A. More formally, if a page has no 
outgoing link, we assume that it has outgoing links to every single page. The 
parameter disa damping factor that can be set between 0 and 1. In M&A^, we set d to 
0.85. The PageRank of a page is given as follows: 
PR(A) = ( l - d ) + d C Z ^ ^ � (3.10) 
which can be written as 
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PR(A) = {\-d) + A-PR{A) (3.11) 
This leads to one equation per Web page, with an equal number of unknowns. The 
equations can be solved interactively, starting with all PR values equal to 1. At each 
step, the new PR{A) is come from the old PR{A) matrix, until the values converge. 
Equation 3.11 can also be stated as 
{A-\)'PR{A) = {d-\) 
P'PR{A) = {d-\) 
Another method is that we regard P is the linkage matrix. Through the Perron-
Frobenius Theorem[3.2], this calculation corresponds to computing the principal 
eigenvector of the linkage matrix. 
Theorem 3.2: (Perron-Frobenius Theorem) 
If a n-dimensional matrix P is positive or non-negative irreducible, then 
1. the spectrum radius of P，a , is also a latent root of P\ 
2. there is a positive eigenvector of P corresponding to a ； 
3. the eigenfunction of P has a single root a . 
3.5 Performance Evaluation 
In this part, we will come to a very difficult problem in information retrieval: 
performance evaluation. There are two difficulties. One is that there is no standard 
way to define the criterion of relevance. Another difficulty is how to determine the 
number of documents in a database relevant to a given query. In particular, when the 
number of documents in the database is large, it is impossible to count the relevant 
document after reading all of them. 
In this thesis, we use the Mandarin News Text collection issued by the Linguistic 
Data Consortium (LDC), which is sponsored by National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST). This Mandarin News Text Corpus includes text from various 
journalistic sources, such as People's Daily, China Radio International and Xinhua 
newswire. The articles cover a variety of topics, including international and domestic 
news, sports, and culture. It contains 420 data files, 250 million text characters (3% 
A S C n , 9 7 % GB-encoded 1 6 - b i t ) . 
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The format uses a labeled bracketing, expressed in the style of SGML (Standard 
Generalized Markup Language). Each article (originally a separate file) is enclosed in 
<DOC>.. .</DOC> markers, and the main content of the article should be enclosed in 
<TEXT>.. .</TEXT>, with apparent paragraph boundaries marked by <p> or <P>. 
We use a program to truncate those huge data files to many single-topic files. An 
example document after processing is shown in Appendix A. 1. 
To train a Complete Associative Word Network, we use a sub set of the Mandarin 
News Text collection containing 10,000 documents, randomly selected from the 
collection. Since most of the documents are short enough, and the contents are 
centralized as well, the semantic range is set as document. Table 3.1 shows some 
basic statistics of the document collection we use to train the Complete Associative 
Word Network. 
Table 3.1 Basic statistics of the training documents 
Number of documents 10,000 
Total size of the documents collection 11,943,439 bytes 
Maximum number of Chinese characters in a document 35,138 
Minimum number of Chinese characters in a document 20 
Average number of Chinese characters in per document 597 
Based on those documents, we trained a Complete Associative Word Network. 
There are 5,685 unique keywords (34.76% of 16,353 words in the reduced dictionary) 
and 742,674 links contained in the network. The other words that are known to the 
dictionary are simply considered as independent of this network, i.e. those words have 
no link to any nodes of this network. Therefore, there are totally 16,353 words in the 
indexing and retrieval process, while the words trained by the sample collection 
occupy only 34.76%. 
In order to carry out the performance evaluation, we randomly choose 1,000 
documents from the Mandarin News Text Corpus to index and retrieve. Table 3.2 
shows some basic statistics of the 1,000 indexed documents. 
Table 3.2 Basic statistics of the 1000 indexed documents 
Number of documents 1，000 
Total size of the documents collection 1,514,992 bytes 
Maximum number of Chinese characters in a document 35,138 
Minimum number of Chinese characters in a document 25 
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Average number of Chinese characters in per document 757 
Maximum number of words in a topic thread 50 
Minimum number of words in a topic thread 0 
Average number of keywords 8.967 
Total size of storage space 383,840 bytes 
The widely used measures in literature for the efficiency of retrieval are RECALL 
mdi PRECISIONx^Xios [Lancaster 1958]: 
Definition 3.3: The RECALL of a retrieval is defined as 
^r^^ number of relevant documents retrieved 
RECALL = (3.12) 
total number of relevant documents 
and the PRECESION of a retrieval is defined as -
nn r^^ror^xr nuifiber of velevaitt documents retrieved 
PRECISION = (3.13) 
total number of documents retrieved 
RECALL describe the ability of a retrieval system to find relevant documents, and 
PRECISION is the accuracy of result. An ideal retrieval system should find all the 
relevant documents, and only the relevant documents. In this case, both RECALL and 
PRECISION diXQ high. 
Practically, PRECISION will be low when RECALL is high. To study the 
performance of a retrieval system, PRECISION is usually computed at some fixed 
levels of RECALL, for example, 0.2，0.4，…，1.0. PRECISION is calculated by 
sequentially scanning a ranked output until a given percentage of relevant documents 
are encountered, and calculating PRECISION at that point. Given a set of test queries, 
the average PRECISION at each RECALL level is computed. The RECALL and 
PRECISION performance data are usually plotted as a graph of those values. 
It is not convenient to compare retrieval systems based on two cost functions. One 
commonly used single-value measure is the average PRECISION on the 5 RECALL 
levels: 
Definition 3.4: The accuracy of a retrieval system is defined as 
5 
ACCURACY = 0.2 x PRECISION {RECALL.) 
(3.14) 
where RECALL^ =0.2, 0.4, 1.0, for i=l,2,...,5. 
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Using the 5 queries shown in Appendix A.2, we tested the new retrieval model of 
M & a I The PRECISION values of five queries on 5 RECALL levels are shown in 
Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2. 
Table 3.3 The PRECISION values of the five queries and Associative Word Network 
RECALL Queryl Query 2“""“Query 3 Q u e r y 4 Q u e r y 5 ~ A W N 
02 ^ i i ^ 0.435 
0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.262 
0.6 0.42 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.25 0.169 
0.8 0.35 0.01 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.057 
1 0.005 0.006 0.1 0.045 0.03 0.002 
ACCURACY 0.421 0.3232 0.42 0.229 0.236 0.213 
The average ACCURACY of M&A^ is 0.32584. Comparing with the ACCURACY 
(0.213) of Moli & ANSeRS [Qin AN 1997], the new model is better. Although the 
two experiments are using different document collections, we believe that the two 
results on natural language text collection are comparable. Furthermore, because the 
performance of Moli & ANSeRS is better than the traditional vector space model [Qin 
An 1997], the result of M&A is even better than both of them consequently. 
The PRECISION values of five queries 
i| \ ‘ ‘ ,1 
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r \ 
LU \  
a: \ W o 
\ \ \ � � _ 
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Figure 3.2 The PRECISION values of five queries 
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3.6 Conclusions 
The figure 3.2 shows that the performance of the model based on the Complete 
Associate Word Network is good. Just like its former version, the significant 
advantage of the M&A^ is the lower computational complexity than the traditional 
vector space model. From Table 3.3 we can see, the storage space of the indexing 
database is 383,840 bytes, which is only 25.34% of the size of the collection. 
In the table 3.3，we can see, almost all the PRECISION values ofM&A^ are better 
than the values of Moli & ANSeRES. There are two dominant reasons. 
First, in M&A^, we use the Complete Associative Word Network as the knowledge 
base, which is more meaningful and more accurate than the former Associative Word 
Network. We extract a variable number of words from the document as its topic-
thread, which can keep more information of each document than the fixed-class 
model. In addition to the topic-thread, we also keep all the proper names and proper 
nouns as a supplement. These improvements enable users find items from the 
database more accurately and efficiently. 
Second, our testing collection is not very large. It has only 1,000 document. In a 
collection with small number of documents, there are not too much documents being 
similar. Most of the documents are very easy to be distinguished from others by our 
search engine. If we regard the ability of distinguishing different documents as 
“resolution” of an Information Retrieval System, it is apparent that the more words an 
IRS extracts, the more accurate it is. In other words, the smaller the indexing 
collection is, the higher both RECALL and PRECISION values are. 
In Table 3.3，we notice that at RECALL=0.2, the PRECISION wsAuqs of Query2 and 
QueryS are both 1. Furthermore, the PRECISION values of Query3 are still larger 
than others along with the increments of RECALL values. This is because the 
infrequent word plays a more important role to describe the content of a document 
than the frequent one. Query 3 is "malaria". If this word appears in a topic thread, the 
document is very probably relevant. 
We also find that on the lower RECALL levels, the performance of the Complete 
Associative Word Network is better than the AWN. That means, on the top of the 
output list, there are more relevant documents retrieved. This is a good feature to the 
user. 
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Therefore, in order to get a better performance of M&A】，we can conclude: 
1. More training documents can make the Complete Associative Word Network 
more accurate, and cover more words. 
2. Try to use more words or concepts to set up the Complete Associative Word 
Network, which can improve the "resolution" of M&A�. 
3. When the indexing collection is small, the performance is better. 
4. For a better search result, try to add some specific words to your query. 
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Chapter 4 
System Implementation 
Based on the theory in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3，a new search engine has been 
implemented. It is a new version of Moli & ANSeRS. We call it M&A^ and its 
service is available on the Internet: 
http://peflinuxl6.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/~eric 
Comparing to the older version, the M&A! has a number of new features. 
1. It uses a dynamic, variable number of classes' definition. As a result, 
topic-threads are more accurate. 
2. It keeps all proper nouns in the web pages, providing users with proper 
noun full text search. 
3. It provides more useful results with concept search 
4. It provides users with more meaningful Web pages with the returning 
page ranks 
5. It has a powerful Internet-based administrator management tool. Users 
can investigate the database, add new words to dictionary, construct and 
adjust new concepts, administer the whole system easily and expediently. 
In Section 4.1，the architecture of M&A will be introduced. In Section 4.2，some 
new algorithms are presented. The algorithms are used to set up the Complete 
Associative Word Network and to update it. Section 4.3 presents the robot system and 
the update mechanism. In Section 4.4 some useful administration tools are presented. 
Some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.5. 
4.1 System Architecture of M&A2 
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The system architecture of M&A^ is shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. M&A^ can 
be used as Internet search engine (Figure 4.1) and an electronic document 
management system (Figure 4.2). It consists of four main logical parts: Web server, 
database, indexer, and searcher. In our M&A? prototype, all the modules are running 
on a Dell PowerEdge 1400 server. 
遍 • siw m 
Web ^ .. ^  
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Figure 4.1 System architecture of M&A Internet search engine 
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Figure 4.2 System architecture of M&A� electronic document management system 
Web server 
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We use an Apache + PHP as Internet Web server. It supports PHP and CGI programs 
that provide users with a user-friendly interface to handle all interactions between 
users and M&A^. Not only the search engine, but also the administration tools could 
be accessed from the Internet. 
ir^ mQ 茉莉之窗 
\ � I 
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Or You may want to try M & A 迎 Local Document Manaffement System (Private Only) ^ 
Copyright Declaration il 
Copyright 2001 Department of Information Engineering 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Email: khuS^ie.cuhk.edu.hk ， 
Figure 4.3 Main page ofM&A^ 
Figure 4.3 shows the front page of M&A^. At this page you may choose "M&A^ 
Search Engine"，"Administration Tools" or "M&A^ Document Management System" 
by clicking on their links. 
In the search page, users can type Chinese query words in the input box after 
choosing a proper Chinese encoding scheme. Both GB code and BIG5 code are 
acceptable. By clicking a button, a user submits the query and starts the search 
process. Meanwhile, for demonstration purpose, we also provide some search 
examples in that page. You may copy and paste them to the appropriate input text box 
to do a demonstration search. 
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An example searching using the keywords “香港经济” is shown in the following: 
[ n m ^ ^ m i ^ 兼莉之窗 i h A ? 
We have found 500 Web pages. 
These are the first 20. 
1 飽i 
j h t t p : "WW. i n f o , gov. h k / e s b / c h i n e s e / r e f e r / p r e s s / t e 9 7 0 1 0 1 . htm 1000 適 | 
:专用名词 ，香港,香港电讯,电讯@理局 
丨关键词 ，国际,经济,香港,电恼,新闻,传真,策略,市民,电讯,电讯管理届 4 
经济局新闻发布电讯检讨进行公众洛询政府今日（星期六）发表一份：^^检讨电讯政 S 
• tts 策的洛询文件•经济科电讯检讨专员艾维朗在出席完有关最近举行的世界贸易组织基 _ 
個要 本电讯协议简报会之后表示I 「香港虽然已享有世界一流的电讯业，我们需要及早计 鶴 
划，以确保苷港电讯界的能力继 m 
； I 
h t t p : "WW. dragontr . com. tvf /group/pglO. htm 1000 
Ij专用名词 ，德国,欧洲,法兰克福,台北,香港,慕尼黒,马克思,莱茵河,罗曼蒂克,瑞士 
丨关键词 細,香港,享免记忆,传说,瑞士,家乡,古城,宮殿,布兰持 _ 
金龙德国古典浪卷之旅10天金龙欧洲系列金龙德国古典浪澄之旅10天德国给 m 




http://ww. info, gov. hk/isd/news/cQct97/23cerate. htm 1000 調 
:专用名词 ，香港 i l 
：关键词 ，经济,苷港,情形,十月,信心,联乳上市,港元,股市,利息 a 
i 行政长官谈联系汇率行政长官谈联系[率一九九七年十月二十三日（星期四〉行 驾 
； 政 长 官 董 建 华 今 早 （ 伦 致 时 间 星 期 四 ） 向 记 者 谈 话 中 文 全 文 ： 我 同 英 国 工 商 联 盟 _ 
^ ^ 共进早番，介绍香港惽形，知道你们可f咲心股市，香港股市的情形，所以来跟大家 m 
li 讲几句话.第一点，我们对维护 m 
Figure 4.4 A search result of M&A? 
Database 
Unlike Moli & ANSeRS，in the second version, we no longer use the common file 
system to maintain all the data. We hand over the knowledge base and Web page data 
to an RDBMS (Relational Data Base Management System) named MySQL 
(http://www.mysql.com/). MySQL is the most popular database in Linux world. It is 
free software and is licensed with the GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 
(http://www.gnu.org/). MySQL is very fast, reliable, and easy to use. MySQL also 
has a very practical set of features developed in very close cooperation with users. 
MySQL was originally developed to handle very large databases much faster than 
existing solutions and has been successfully used in highly demanding production 
environments for several years. Though under constant development, MySQL today 
offers a rich and very useful set of functions. The connectivity, speed, and security 
make MySQL highly suited for accessing databases on the Internet. 
Moreover, MySQL also has some other attracting features that are very useful to 
our search engine: 
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• Fully multi-threaded using kernel threads. This means it can easily use 
multiple CPUs if available. 
• C, C++, Eiffel，Java, Perl, PHP, Python and Tel APIs. 
• Works on many different platforms. 
• Written in C and C++. Tested with a broad range of different compilers. 
• A very fast thread-based memory allocation system. 
• In-memory hash tables that are used as temporary tables. 
• Handles large databases. 
• Sorting is done according to the chosen character set. And MySQL supports 
many different character sets that can be specified at compile and run time. 
With the leverage of MySQL, we can maintain the knowledge base and Web page 
data easily. Furthermore, with the tools we developed, users can even add new words 
to our dictionary, construct new concepts, and adjust knowledge base. That will make 
M&A more robust and flexible. 
Indexer 
2 
In M&A，the Indexer is a program that is used to extract the topic threads and other 
useful information from documents and put them into database. Fully combined with 
Robot system, our Indexer can also extract URLs from an HTML document. 
Just as we explained in Section 3.2，our Indexer not only can extract tropic thread 
from documents with a variable number of keywords, it also can extract the proper 
nouns from the document. With that improvement, the topic thread is more 
meaningful and more accurate. 
Just as mentioned in Chapter 3，the Appendix A.l is a news article quoted from 
People's Daily. 
The topic thread that M&A2 extracts is “社会，健康，贫困，死亡，非洲，疾病，肆虐，撒哈拉， 
症疾，症原虫，，，and the proper nouns are “撒哈拉，非洲”.The topic describes the main 
idea of this news very well. 
Searcher 
After the Web Server gets the user's query, the searcher will parse it, and then 
performs the computation presented in Section 3.2. When the search is finished, 
results are returned to the user with a proper Chinese encoding scheme. 
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In M&A，the searcher returns only 500 items (which can be adjusted by the 
system administrator) with the top score for each query. The results set will be kept in 
a temporary table of MySQL, so that the user can view any part of the set, or order 
them by any meaningful order. 
Hardware and Platform 
M&A is implemented on a Dell Power Edge 1400 server, which has two Pentium 3 
IGHz CPUs, 512M memory, a 36G SCSI hard disk, and a fast Ethernet card. All the 
M&A programs, as well as the administration tools, are running on it. With this 
powerful computer, indexer can handle more than 10 threads simultaneously. If one 
wants a better performance, he can use a Linux cluster to set up M&A� . It is easy to 
separate web server, database, indexer, and searcher from others, because we use the 
database to handle all the data. 
The operating system is Mandrake 7.2，which is a very popular Linux OS of 
nowadays world, and the kernel version is 2.2.17. 
All the M&A programs are written in ANSI C. If you choose proper compile tool 
to compile them, say gcc, M&A� could be run on most Unix-like platforms. 
Due to the limitation of the bandwidth and computational resources of a single 
server, M&A: can't run too many threads to crawl the Internet and index them at the 
same time. In the M&A Internet search engine prototype, we only use 10 robots 
(Refer to Section 4.4) to grab Web pages from the Internet, which definitely enlarges 
the renewal period of the search engine. It is apparent that the longer the renewal 
period is, the less information search engine can provide. In order to improve the 
processing speed, we can use the following (Figure 4.4) parallel structure to avoid the 
limitation of a single server. 
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Figure 4.4 An M&A� system with multi-servers 
In this system structure, one can use more than one robot servers to crawl the 
Internet. The renewal period can be shrunk by n times. Moreover, each robot server 
can index the Web pages independently, i.e. they all have a knowledge base locally, 
and transfer the topic-thread and other background information to the database sever. 
Database server handles all the Web page information for future retrieval use. Web 
server handles the users' queries, parses them, searches the database, and returns the 
results to the users. Because each server is only responsible for one part of the whole 
M&A system, system avoids the bandwidth and computational resources limitation 
of a single computer. Meanwhile the hardware requirement of each server can be 
reduced. 
4.2 Knowledge Base 
As we discussed before, the knowledge base of M&A� is indeed a Complete 
Associative Word Network, which has no pre-defined classes. With this word 
network, we can regard each document as a sub graph of it, and the Indexer can 
construct a Bayesian word network for each document dynamically, extracting the 
most meaningful topic thread to represent it. On the other hand, the searcher can do 
the expanding search with the leverage of the mutual information the Complete 
Associative Word Network contains. 
Denote the word set in the document collection Dhy W and assume it has N words 
in it. Associate any word in 炉 with a binary random variable W.. JV. is equal to 
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the value "presence" if w. appears in a randomly selected document from D, 
otherwise, it is equal to the value ''absence". 
In the new approach, there is no constraint to govern how two nodes are connected. 
Any two words in the keywords set may be connected if they appear in the same 
training document more than certain times, say 2 times. Thus, the associated word 
network is an N dimension network. The number of links is a measure of the 
commonness of the meaning of the word w .^ 
The closeness of the relation between two words w. and Wj is measured by their 
mutual information, consistent with the second fundamental hypothesis. The mutual 
information of two random v a r i a b l e s a n d W j is defined as: 
where the summation is over all the possible states. Note that herein log is the log of 
base 2. 
In the associative word network, a directed arc between two nodes is assigned a 
weight equal to the mutual information of the corresponding words. Notice that in the 
new approach M&A? there are no classes, therefore the Complete Associative Word 
Network is still very huge. Although we have assumed that “Each word is typically 
closely related to only a small number of other words" in Chapter 2，in order to reduce 
the computational complexity and save the storage space, we can reduce the size of 
the Complete Associative Word Network by trimming some negligible edges. 
Practically, we may use a satiable threshold 6 to remove all edges with weights less 
than e . 
It is apparent that the bigger the 6，the less accurate the self-contained associative 
words network is. 
In partial summary, we could produce an associative word network by the 
following steps: 
1. accept a training set of document; 
2. establish the definition of words and concepts; 
3. count appearances for all words in the training set to estimate the 
distribution P{W.)\ 
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4. view each word or concept as a node in the network; create a directed 
edge from each node to the node that appears in the same document; 
5. establish the weight for each edge, e.g. by counting its nodes' co-
occurrence frequencies to estimate the distribution P{]Vj, W )^ and by 
computing the mutual information between connected nodes as the edge 
weight; 
6. eliminate edges whose weights are too low. 
4.3 Robot System 
In search engine, there is always a program called robot. It is a program that 
automatically crawls on the Internet and collects Web pages. At the very beginning, 
there is no URL in the URL table. System administrator should provide some seed 
URLs as the crawling start points, and then the robot can follow the hyper links in the 
web pages to retrieve new pages. Theoretically, robot can get all connected web pages 
on the World Wide Web. Another important work for the robot is to update the old 
items in the database, because a number of Web pages are changed often, some Web 
pages vanish, and more and more pages emerge. 
In M&A，all the Web page data are stored in database, which enable us to use 
more than one robot to do the job simultaneously. In order to keep the efficiency of 
search engine, M&A� just collects those pages whose information weight is greater 
than a given threshold. 
Search Strategies 
In most traditional search engines, there are always two common ways to search the 
Web: BFS (breadth first search) and DFS (depth first search) [Gormen 1990]. The 
main objective of the robot is to find more Web pages. If the number of web pages is 
limited, the results of BFS and DFS are almost the same. 
Since M&A� is a Chinese Internet search engine, only Chinese Web pages need to 
be collected and indexed. And only the Chinese Web pages whose information 
weights (see the Definition 3.1) are greater than a given threshold will be kept in 
database. 
The robot is implemented as a graph search algorithm that works by treating Web 
pages as nodes and links as edges. Each time for a robot thread, a page is crawled. It 
is parsed in order to find both its text content and the URLs that it links to. In the URL 
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table, we keep track of the nodes that it has already visited, as well as a list of 
candidates. A web page is said to be a candidate when it has not been crawled. In 
M&a2 we just want to crawl meaningful Chinese web pages, in order to prevent robot 
from going deep into the universe of World Wide Web or to other languages' space, 
we implement a mechanism to direct it. 
If the current Web page is the wanted one, the confidence of the robot about the 
Web pages that it links to is a predefined value c > 0. The robot will crawl a new 
page following a link. If the new page is an unwanted one, the confidence value will 
be c - 1 . If the confidence of the robot about the Web pages that it links to is 0，all the 
new links will be blocked, i.e. the worst situation is that the robot tries c levels deep 
into the unwanted space. 
With the theory of PageRank, we can assume that a Web page with more links it 
points to is hotter than the one with less links it points to. For the sake of efficiency, 
the robot always crawl the candidate Web pages that has more links it points to and 
higher confidence. 
This job is done by a group of daemon robot programs. They are crawling the 
World Wide Web all the time, fetching pages, extracting URLs and indexing them, till 
there is no candidate in the database. 
Update strategies 
The enormous growth of the World Wide Web has made it changing every day. Some 
Web pages vanish, and more Web pages come out. That requires the robot to update 
the information continuously to ensure consistency. 
In M&A^ when the system indexed a Web page, the date of the indexing is 
recorded at the same time. System administrator can set a renewal period. After each 
renewal period, the robot will crawl all the Web pages again. If the Web page 
vanishes, the corresponding item will be removed. And if the Web page has been 
modified, the new information will be indexed and sent to the database. 
In HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol), there is a special command for a robot to 
update its data. If a requested Web page has been modified after a given time, the 
Web server will send the content of the new Web page to the client, otherwise, the 
Web server just send a standard code to the client to tell them nothing has been 
changed since it has been indexed. This mechanism can reduce the indexing 
procedure and network traffic to a certain extent, but this mechanism cannot avoid the 
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negotiation. Even a simple negotiation will take at least several seconds. Especially, 
when the Web server is busy, or the bandwidth is not insufficient, the circumstance 
can get even worse. For the database containing thousands of Web pages, only a very 
simple negotiation still takes too much time, computational resources, and network 
bandwidth. 
During the indexing procedure, each Web page is assigned a life value of 1，and the 
default life value is 1. It means the Web page is likely to be modified within the time 
of the updating period, and it is necessary to be checked in the next round of updating 
procedure. Furthermore, if in the next procedure, the page is not modified, the life of 
the page 1 will be increased by 1. Therefore, if a page's life is 1, it means this page 
should be re-checked in the 1-1 updating periods, i.e. the robot just negotiate with the 
Web server only after the life of a web page expires. Meanwhile we define the 
maximum life of a page to avoid a dead Web page existing in the database for a long 
time. 
In M&a2，the updating procedure is done by a group of daemon updating programs, 
which are independent of the main robot. It checks the database all the time, finding 
the Web pages that need to be checked again, and re-crawl them. 
4.4 Administration Tools 
In M&A^, we also provide system administrator with several powerful tools to help 
them adjust the whole system performance. With these tools, one can set system 
parameters, construct new concepts, add new words into dictionary, adjust concepts, 
and view the system load easily and gracefully. The administration page is shown in 
Figure 4.5. 
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Database administration tools 
In this page, administrator can look into the whole database, and adjust the database 
parameters directly. 
Web page statistics 
This page provides the Web page statistics of all the Web pages indexed by M&A^. 
Add new words into dictionary 
Chinese dictionary is used to parse Chinese sentences into single words. As we all 
know，human language is changing dynamically all the time. With the rapid 
development of the world, more and more new words have been generated. Hundreds 
of thousands of new nouns, technical terms emerge in newspapers, journals, and 
people's spoken language. And more and more people are becoming famous. In order 
to parse these new words properly, search engine should be able to know them 
beforehand, i.e. these new words should exist in the dictionary. 
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With this tool, system administrator can input new word and choose a proper part 
of it. Just by pressing the button "submit", the new word will be added into the 
Chinese dictionary, and meanwhile, a predefined appearance frequency is added into 
the dictionary, which could help the system to parse it correctly. 
Construct and adjust concepts 
In M&a2，we use concept to represent a set of synonyms, which can minimize the 
size of Complete Associative Word Network and make the searching process faster 
and more meaningful. 
With this tool, one can construct a new concept and adjust the old concept. The 
procedure is as following: 
1. input a word which is a member of a concept 
2. system will return the whole set of this word 
3. with the instruction, one can add new element or delete the original 
elements 
View the system information 
With this tool, system administrator can view how the system works and the detailed 
information about the database. It is very useful to help administrator get a particular 
and intuitive information about the system, with which administrator can make a 
proper strategy to adjust the system parameters and make the system more efficient. 
In the system load page, we can get system load information of the M&A^ server. 
It provides an ongoing look at processor activity in real time. It displays a listing of 
the most CPU-intensive tasks on the system, and can provide information on the 
usage of the CPUs and memory. It shows us how many robots, updating programs, 
indexers and searchers are working, and how much CPU processing time and memory 
they take severally. With this information, administrator can adjust the system 
parameters (the number of robots and updating programs, memory quota for database 
cache and so on) accordingly. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future Work 
5.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis we present you an intelligent search engine named M&A^, which is the 
second version of Moli & ANSeRS. In order to improve the performance of the 
search engine, several theoretic improvements are discussed, which includes the 
improved associative word network named complete associative word network, 
dynamic class definition, and the construction of concept. Moreover, several practical 
improvements are introduced into M&A� to make it more powerful. 
With the development of modem computer technology and the wide spread of the 
Internet, more and more information is available on the World Wide Web. People 
have to use search engine to find very specific information from it. Full text search 
engine can bring them numerous results that satisfy with user's query. However, 
useful results are always buried with countless useless results, as the full text search 
cannot figure out the main meaning of each document. People do not have sufficient 
time to figure out which result is exactly the one they want. A search engine that has 
some artificial intelligence is needed. 
General speaking, in human languages, as a token of the real life, a word is always 
associative with a certain number of other words. When people want to use several 
keywords to do the search, they also like to see the results that closely relate to their 
search. Second, in a one-topic document, we can use several words in it to represent 
its main idea. Some words are more meaningful to the main idea of a document while 
some are less meaningful. In other words, some words in document is more 
meaningful for a user's search, some are not. From this point of view, full text search 
does not make sense. 
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In Moli & ANSeRS，Qin An has developed a method to figure out the topic thread 
of a document. However, due to the limited predefined 10 classes, the words in the 
topic are often insufficient and meaningless. In this thesis, we improve this algorithm 
and adopt a complete associative word network to describe the closeness of two 
words. No class is defined beforehand. When indexing a document, we group all the 
words that appear in it in to a variable number of classes so that the topic thread can 
have variable number of keywords according to its length. By applying a Bayesian 
network on the c classes of words, M&A^ can extract a more meaningful topic thread. 
The advantage of using a Bayesian network is that a lot of high dimensional joint 
probabilities can be approximately computed. Moreover, in most cases, people show 
great interest in proper nouns in their queries. So, as a complement of a topic thread, 
all the proper nouns that appear in the document are kept to satisfy the requirement of 
full text searches on proper noun. 
In M&A^, a new concept, semantic range, is proposed. Semantic rage is the range 
in which a single word can affect in a document. Generally speaking, semantic range 
can be a sentence, a paragraph, or a document. The smaller the semantic range we 
define，the more accurate the results we can get. At this point, we endow the statistical 
data (the co-occurrence) with philological meaning, i.e. our new Complete 
Associative Word Network has some philological meaning. Especially, when the 
semantic range is a sentence and the training documents are normative enough, the 
self-contained word network apparently has much more philological meaning. That is 
another advantage of the M&A^ algorithm. 
For the Complete Associative Word Network, the word number N is limited by 
both computational capability and the storage capacity of computer system we can use. 
In order to improve the processing speed of indexer and searcher, reducing the word 
number " is an efficient way. In common languages, there are always lots of 
synonyms. We group up synonym and make it as one concept. Each concept is a set 
of synonyms. So the number of concepts is less than the number of words, which 
could make the co-occurrence matrix simpler, save the storage space, and improve the 
speed of indexer and searcher. 
After having studied all query phrases Moli & ANSeRS accumulated, we find out 
that queries are mainly nouns, especially proper nouns. And users seldom submitted 
verb, adjective and adverb. It suggests that people are always interested in 
substantives, such as noun, part of nominal verb, adjective and adverb when using 
search engine. This enlightens us that if we only use substantives words to do the 
index, the size of Complete Associative Word Network can be reduced notably. 
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After users have input the queries, the searcher returns lots of results to them. It is 
impossible for users to go through all of the results. So how to evaluate the 
importance of a Web page is a very critical problem. In M&A^ not only an 
interrelated score is assigned to each Web page, but a PageRank score is assigned to 
each of them as well. PageRank score can describe how valuable each page is. With it, 
users can choose those pages whose score to view first. 
In M&a2，we use a RDBMS MySQL to handle all the data of the search engine, 
including the Complete Associative Word Network, Chinese dictionary, and all the 
Web page information. With the leverage of RDBMS, we developed several useful 
tools to help system administrator to manage the whole system easily and gracefully. 
Our new model has been tested with the Mandarin News Text collection issued by 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), April 1997. The 
performance is much better than the Moli & ANSeRS and the computational 
complexity is lower than that of the traditional vector space model. 
We are sure that the M&A will become a very popular Chinese intelligent search 
engine not only for World Wide Web search, but also for Chinese content 
management purpose in the near future. 
5.2 Future Work 
Document Classification: 
As we discuss in the Chapter 2，if two words appear in the same sentence, their 
closeness will be more meaningful to people. If one can regard the sentence to be the 
semantic range to count the co-occurrence frequency, and training sentence are 
numerous enough, the Complete Associative Word Network will have more 
linguistics meaning. With some topology algorithms, one can find the most 
interrelated words of a certain word. By defining several words to represent a domain, 
we can find top N words that relate to these pre-defined words. And those N words 
have a higher probability to appear in the documents of this domain than in other 
domains. By investigating the classification of the words in each document, one can 
assign a classification to each document. The topic-thread based on the classification 
is much more effective than the approach based on all words in a document, 
meanwhile the processing speed of indexer and searcher can be improved as well. 
Dynamic Complete Associative Word Network 
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If we define the maximum links number L of every word, i.e. the words only keep the 
top L valuable links, the Complete Associative Word Network will not get too large 
when we keep feeding new documents to train it. The maximum links of the total 
(JSfxD 
Complete Associative Word Network is ^ ’ . Since L is much less than N，the 
matrix is pretty sparse, and its size will not be larger than this. It is apparent that the 
more and newer documents we use for training the Complete Associative Word 
Network, the more precise it is. The dynamic Complete Associative Word Network 
has following three advantages: 
1. new links can bring new meanings to words 
2. more rare words can be added into the matrix, if they appear once in any 
document 
3. unlimited documents can minimize the influence of certain training 
documents set 
HTML Tag Analysis: 
Web pages are in formatted text. Important words are tagged and rendered with a 
larger size. Tags play very important roles to the document's meaning. M&A^ is only 
a plain text document search engine, which doesn't make use of the connotative 
information of tags when extracting the topic-thread. When applying M&A^ to the 
Internet, we found only the topic-thread based on the plain text document is 
insufficient. Moreover, more and more XML documents emerged in the Internet in 
recent 3 years; a high performance Internet search engine cannot simply ignore all the 
tags when indexing web pages. 
Bilingual Search: 
In a search engine system, for example, user can search Chinese web pages by typing 
English keywords if he doesn't know how to input a Chinese character. With the 
leverage of concept method, we can simply group both Chinese words and English 
words together. When user inputs an English keyword, a corresponding Chinese word 
can be found in the same concept. Usually, for an English word, there may be more 
than one translation in Chinese. A number of English keywords provide a context. 
With the Complete Associative Word Network, one can find the most suitable 
Chinese translation to perform the search. 
Unicode Translation: 
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In M&a2，we can handle two kinds of Chinese code, GB and BIG5. However, more 
and more pages are encoded in Unicode, especially in WAP site. This problem can be 
solved by designing a code detector and translation program. 
Dynamic Web Pages: 
More and more Web sites use database to store their contents, which could make their 
pages look neat and well-organized. To search the dynamic 
Web pages, it requires that the robot can automatically retrieve all the Web pages 
generated by cgi and other server side included programs, i.e. the robot can crawl 
along both static and dynamic links. Rewriting the URL extracting part of the robot 
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